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Abstract—Occurence of  soft errors more often effects the performance of the circuits. In general,soft errors in many logic circuits 
exists due to temperature,electron collision,radioactive emission like alpha particles.In this paper, we introduce two techniques to 
identify and correct this soft errors namely using level converters as existing method and data inversion scheme as proposed 
method.Using these two techniques we are going to identify and correct the soft errors by considering a data path from DRAM to 
MAC in the block diagram and the performance characteristics of both these techniques are calculated.The motivation behind the 
work is to optimize area, faster processing. Using level converters and data inversion scheme,both these methods are simulated at 
different levels in QUARTUS to ensure that the design optimizes power, area and delay.After the gate level results,we come to 
know which technique is better to correct the soft error with less optimization of power, area and delay. 
 

Index Terms—Data inversion scheme, Soft errors, Soft error rate (SER),Level converters. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

  
 Generally a soft error is nothing but an error occurred inside the chip which is formed when a data or signal is wrong. In 
general soft errors are occurred due to temperature, electon collision, radioactive emission like alpha particles. These type of soft 
errors which occur inside the chip is called chip level soft error. These errors occur when the radioactive atoms in the chip's material 
decay and release alpha particles into the chip. Because an alpha particle contains a positive charge and kinetic energy, the particle 
can hit a memory cell and cause the cell to change state to a different value. The atomic reaction is so tiny that it does not damage 
the actual structure of the chip. As technology scaling proceeds rapidly, digital designs are becoming more susceptible to radiation-
induced particle hits resulting from radioactive decay and cosmic rays [1]. A low-energy particle that before had no effect on a 
circuit can now flip the state of a storage node, i.e., intrinsic/parasitic capacitor at the output of a logic gates. Such a bit-flip is called 
a single-event transient (SET) or a glitch. A single-event upset (SEU) or a soft error occurs if the SET is large enough to be 
propagated and latched into a memory element. The effect of soft errors is measured by soft error rate (SER) in failures-in-time 
(FITs), which is defined as the number of failures in a billion hours. In logic circuits, even if SETs can be masked via three 
mechanisms: 1) logical masking; 2) electrical masking; and 3) latching-window masking, soft errors are still expected to be more 
important with continuous scaling trends. Decreasing logic depth in super-pipelined designs reduces the probability of logical 
masking since the path from where a SET originates to a latch is more easily sensitized. Lower supply voltages and node 
capacitances needed by ultra-low power designs not only decrease the critical charge for SETs, but also diminish the pulse 
attenuation due to electrical masking. Higher clock frequencies increase the number of latching windows per unit of time and thus 
increase the likelihood of SET latching. As a result, soft errors in logic become as great of a concern as in memories. Unless 
explicitly dealt with, the SER of logic is predicted to be comparable to that of unprotected memory elements [2]. 
  
 For SER reduction we can also consider voltage scaling as a possible technique, which can mitigate SET generation by 
assigning a higher supply voltage. More specifically, the same amount of charge disturbance produces a smaller (less harmful) SET 
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at gates with high supply voltage (VH
DD) than at gates with low supply voltage (VL

DD). Level converters (LCs), which impose delay 
and energy penalties, are needed on the connections from V LDD-gates to VHDD-gates for preventing short-circuit leakage current in 
VH

DD-gates. To minimize the number of LCs, some existing methods, whether focusing on power or SER optimization, do not allow 
any V LDD-V H

DD connection in a circuit. In such cases, the optimized circuit is partitioned into two voltage islands: the one (closer 
to primary inputs) operating at VH

DD and the other (closer to primary outputs) operating at VL
DD. Nevertheless, as we will see later, 

most of the soft-error-critical gates are near primary outputs, which mean that restricting the use of VH
DD only near primary inputs 

cannot prove advantageous for SER improvement in an energy-efficient manner.When voltage scaling/assignment are used, the 
planning of the power network emerges as the first concern during physical design implementation. A higher level optimization 
methodology using voltage assignment should also be aware of physical-level layout issues. Without proper physical awareness for 
power network generation, the result of a voltage assignment problem may not be practical and thus iterative refinements may be 
required for the convergence of design constraints.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of 
reasons for increase in soft error failure rate in combinational logic circuits work. In Section III, the effects of level converters on 
circuit SER are explained. In Section IV, we introduce data inversion scheme used in this paper. Section V formulates the SER 
reduction problem and experimental results.. 
  
Here for SER reduction, we are introducing a technique called data inversion scheme.In the existing system,first we are going to 
consider different logic elements and some data should be passed from one logic element to the other.While passing the data if a soft 
error occurs due to temperature,electon collision,radioactive emission like alpha particles and that soft error is identified by 
comparing with different inputs with the output actually need to be obtained.Then we are going to place a level converter wherever 
the soft error is identified and this level converter boosts up the voltage to the voltage what we wanted.But introuction of level 
converters may not be possible for all nodes as it consumes lots of power and area.So for that purpose in the proposed system we are 
going to introduce a technique called data inversion scheme which gives the better result.What this data inversion scheme does is 
that after identifying the soft error we need to invert the data to the actual value.By introducing this technique we can get the 
acquired result with less area,less power and less delay.Now the block diagram with different logic elements is given in fig 1 with 
path considering from DRAM to MAC i.e; different data element paths are passed from these two logical elements to detect and 
correct the soft error which is occured in between the data paths. 
 

 
Fig 1:Block diagram with different logic elements 

 
1.1.DRAM: 
                  
                  In general the operation of RAM is to read and write the data.Dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) is a type 
of random-access memory that stores each bit of data in a separate capacitor within an integrated circuit. The capacitor can be either 
charged or discharged; these two states are taken to represent the two values of a bit, conventionally called 0 and 1. Since even 
"nonconducting" transistors always leak a small amount, the capacitors will slowly discharge, and the information eventually fades 
unless the capacitor charge is refreshed periodically. Because of this refresh requirement, it is a dynamic memory as opposed to 
SRAM and other static memory. 
 To this DRAM,a pattern generator is connected such that it generates specfic pattern of bits to the DRAM and address 
generator allocates the address to the pattern of bits generated from the address generator in DRAM. 
 
1.2.Test response analyzer: 
  
 Controller controls the input generated and gives the actual output to be obtained based on the inputs given and test 
response analyzer analyzes the actual output obtained at the controller and the output at the DRAM and after the comparison test 
response analyzer analyzes where the error is formed i.e; at which data path the error is occured and that error is rectified using the 
respective technique. 
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1.3:Encoder and Decoder: 
 
 Encoder converts information from one format or code to another, for the purposes of standardization, speed and this 
encoder is used to analyze data transition to make inversion and decoder is used to make received data invert or not in our proposed 
technique.RTL schematic after inserting level converters is shown in fig 2. 
 

 
          

Fig 2:RTL schematic after inserting level converter 
 
 

II.  REASONS FOR INCREASE IN SOFT ERROR FAILURE RATE IN LOGIC CIRCUITS 
 
 Soft errors in memories have traditionally been a much greater concern than soft errors in logic circuits. Memories are very 
susceptible to soft errors because of their small cell size and the fact that a SEU in a memory cell can immediately result in a soft error 
provided it exceeds a certain minimum critical charge required to flip the value stored in the cell. 
  
 Logic circuits have been much less susceptible to soft errors than memories. If a SEU occurs at an internal node of a logic circuit, 
there are three factors that may prevent it from being latched and resulting in a soft error:  
1) There needs to be a functionally sensitized path from the location of the SEU to a latch. This will depend on what input vector is being 
applied at the time of the SEU. If there is not a sensitized path, then the SEU will be logically masked. 
2) The SEU must create a pulse of significant duration and amplitude to propagate through each stage of logic until it reaches a latch. The 
pulse will be attenuated due to the electrical properties of each gate that it passes through, so the farther away from a latch the SEU occurs, 
the stronger it must be to make it to the latch. If a pulse is attenuated before it propagates (along a sensitized path) and reaches a latch, then 
the SEU will be electrically masked. 
3) The timing of the SEU must be such that it causes a pulse that arrives at a latch just as the clock transitions so that the latch captures its 
value. If the SEU occurs at a time outside of the "latching-window", then it will not be captured in the latch and the SEU will be latching-
window masked. 
 
 These three factors present a natural barrier to soft errors in logic circuits and have prevented soft errors inlogic circuits from 
being a major concern.However, technology trends are causing these barriers to diminish significantly. The trend towards reduced logic 
depth between latches means that there is less attenuation when propagating SEUs and there is an increased number of sensitized paths. In 
addition, smaller feature sizes and lower voltage levels result in a reduction in the charged stored at a node. This allows lower energy 
particles to cause SEUs capable of being latched. Particles of lower energy occur much more frequently than particles of higher energy. An 
order of magnitude difference in energy can correspond to more than an order of magnitude larger flux for the lower energy particles. 
Faster gates allow SEUs of smaller pulse width to propagate through the circuit with minimum attenuation to the outputs. High operating 
frequencies mean that there are more latching-windows per unit time thereby increasing the probability of a SEU being latched. 
 
 Thus, as technology continues to scale, logic circuits are becoming much more susceptible to soft errors.Projections  indicate that 
for microprocessors that use ECC to reduce the soft error failure rate for memories, logic will become the dominant source of soft error 
failures. Thus, reducing the soft error failure rate for logic circuits is expected to emerge as a very important problem in the future. 
  
 Now here we have a considered a ripple counter circuit to just show how this soft errors are actually formed and the performance 
characteristics varies accordingly with and without soft error.By taking this ripple counter circuit,a code is written based on the parameters 
of ripple counter circuit in such a way that code is implemented with error and without error.So,whenever the data is recorrected wherever 
error occurred  the output doesn't generate that error.The layout of ripple counter circuit is given in fig 3. 
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Fig 3:Layout of ripple counter circuit 
 

Based on this ripple counter circuit,a code with error generation and without error generation is simulated in modelsim software and the 
simulated results is shown in fig 4. 

 

 
Fig 4:Output generated with errors 

 

 
Fig 5:Output generated without errors 

  
 Based on the soft error rate i.e; at the rate of soft errors occurred at the output is also terminated as glitch.We can say in a simple 
way that it is glitch free circuit and glitch present circuit looking at the output generated.So this is one way of error occurence.The 
performance characteristics also varies when there an error without an error.To identify and correct this kind of errors for different circuits 
we are introducing level converters and data inversion scheme by taking as an application,based on the block diagram shown in fig 1.  

 
III.  LEVEL CONVERTERS 

 
 The basic operation of level converters is to boost up the voltage from one level to other based on the requirement and 
function of level converter is that it contains of a inverter and a d-flip flop and what it does is that inverter inverts the data to the 
value what is required and d flip-flop holds that data and passes to the next level or next gate.Level converter(LC) in between the 
gates is represented  in fig 4. 
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Fig 6: Effects of two refinement techniques. In both cases, the numbers of required LCs are decreased by one in terms of output loading. 
  
 Level converters(LC) are introduced in between gates in fig 6 such a way that in refinement 1 level converters are used 
between gates G2-G3 and G2-G4 i.e.; from low voltage to high voltage. By using LC the voltage will be boosted up to voltage 
required at the respective gate. But using two or more LC's it takes more area power. So instead of using two LC's only one LC is 
used at G1-G2.The same case in refinement 2 in between low voltage and high voltage gates. 
 
Note that in the minimization problem in (7), SER is a joint function of three masking mechanisms, which are pattern-dependent 
and probabilistic in essence. It may not be possible to solve this problem effectively in an analytical form, or to develop a tractable 
algorithm for finding an exact solution, thereby necessitating a heuristic approach for fine-grained exploration of solutions. The 
number of gates operating at V HDD is constrained by a fraction f of total gate count for bounded energy increase. In the next section 
we propose an algorithm to minimize SER while keeping the numbers of V HDD-gates and required LCs quantifiably low. The basic 
principle of our approach is to invert the data wherever the soft error occurred at respective gate and, under a given power 
constraint, scale up as many gates with maximum cumulative scaling criticality (SC) as possible. 
 
 
IV.  DATA INVERSION SCHEME 

 
 By using the level converters at each respective gates the drawback is that it takes more area,more power and 
delay.So,instead we are going with a technique called data inversion scheme.Instead of using the level converters at the gate where 
error is occurred we are going to invert the data to the required data to correct the error.By introducing this data inversion 
scheme,we can obtain the result with less area,power and delay. 
 

V. EXPERIEMENTAL RESULTS 
  
 In this section the experimental results are shown when the soft error is corrected using level converters and data inversion 
scheme.Table 1 represents the performance characteristics when the level converters are introduced to correct the error between the 
gates and table 2 represents the performance characteristics when data inversion scheme is introduced between the gates wherever 
error is occured. From the two tables it is clear that whenever level converters are used power,area etc such characteristics are more 
when compared to the performance characteristics obtained using proposed technique which is data inversion scheme. 
 
 

Table 1:Gate level results using level converters 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parameters Results 
Gates 4608 

Area( mm2 ) 372 
Power(mW) 34.72 
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Table 2: Gate level results using data inversion scheme 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The bar chart for the above tabulation is represented in the below figure 7. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 7:Bar chart representation of gate level results 

 
 Based on the results obtained in table 1 and table 2 using QUARTUS tool if we consider level converters to correct the soft 
errors, then out of the total gates and logic elements of 4608,the logic elements area which was consumed is 372mm2 including all 
combinational functions and logic registers and the power consumed is 34.72mW and if we consider data inversion scheme,then out 
of 4426 logic elements logic elements area consumed is 268 mm2 and the power consumed is 28.74mW.So,based on the both results 
we can say that to correct the soft errors in a logic circuit data inversion scheme is better technique than level converters as using 
data inversion scheme we can correct the soft errors with less area, less power and less delay. Figure 7 represents the performance 
parameters of the gate level results using bar chart representation. 
 
VI.  CONCLUSION 

 
 As soft errors are becoming major concerns in logic circuits, this paper presents two techniques to identify and correct the 
soft error, which are using level converters and data inversion scheme. Using these both techniques, errors can be corrected with 
their respective functioning. But after the experimental results using QUARTUS tool suggests that the better technique to correct the 
errors is data inversion scheme as the performance characteristics like area, power, delay etc. are evaluated better than the former.
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